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January's leaflet has as its theme:

S t r u g g l e f o r clarity r e g a r d i n g s o c i a l i s t d e m o c r a c y !
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T h e armed conflict continues unabated in N e p a l despite the n e w s blackout ordered by the
reactionary Nepalese r e g i m e a n d the b a n i s h m e n t of n e w s of the struggle to brief articles
appearing sporadically in the imperialist media. E v e n the dissolution of parliament a n d
proclamation of a state of e m e r g e n c y by the K i n g at the b e g i n n i n g of F e b r u a r y 2 0 0 5 h a s
h a d no effect

Since 1996, a revolutionary a r m e d w a r of liberation h a s been gathering pace a n d s c o p e in
N e p a l . This w a r can r e l y o n the active s u p p o r t a n d sympathy o f the b r o a d masses w h o
n u m b e r a m o n g the m o s t exploited and subjugated o f Nepal, m o s t l y c o m i n g f r o m t h e
countryside. It is h o w e v e r also firmly a n c h o r e d in u r b a n areas of the country. O n e
remarkable feature of these struggles is the n u m b e r of w o m e n involved, even in the a r m e d
operations.

A prime reason for the nervousness of local N e p a l e s e rulers and the anxiety of the
imperialist great powers, lest we not forget the G e r m a n imperialists, is the fact t h a t t h e
commanders of this a r m e d struggle are forces orientated towards scientific c o m m u n i s m ,
forces which also see themselves as fighting for the proletarian w o r l d revolution. F r o m the
outset, these forces h a v e m a d e clear their a i m of bringing a b o u t an all-encompassing antiimperialist, anti-feudalist revolution in Nepal, based on that successfully carried o u t u n d e r
the command of the Chinese C o m m u n i s t Party in 1930s a n d 1940s in C h i n a , by m e a n s of a
protracted p e o p l e ' s war.

N e p a l is a country predominantly agricultural in nature. Given this fact, the p e o p l e ' s w a r a i m s at
the expropriation of the estates of the large feudal landowners (the Zamindars) a n d the
subsequent redistribution of such lands to the poor, landless peasantry. H o w e v e r , this war of

Socialist democracy demands as a prerequisite
that the question of the ownership of the means of
production is settled: banks, industry, land andproperty must be expropriated as a central measure of
socialist democracy - that is, for the majority of

As necessary and invaluable it is to have a scathing criticism of the hypocrisy of the bourgeois-parliamentary democracy, this does not explain or justify the necessity or the hallmarks of socialist democracy.

The following sections will discuss the essential
primary characteristics and the most obvious main
problems of socialist democracy in a newly constructed socialist state. But we can only describe
this state as emphatically different from a police
state, such as the GDR and Soviet Union were in
the last 35 years of their existence, if we successfully repress the counterrevolution on the basis of
socialist democracy, with the goal of the protection
of this socialist democracy and the construction of
socialism.

ing the previous exploiters pinned down after their
downfall The section concludes with the paragraph:

I. Three basic starting points in
understanding socialist democracy

II Hallmarks and functions of socialist
democracy

The leaflet opens by making quite clear that there is
no irreconcilable contradiction between democracy and
dictatorship of the proletariat, no matter how commonly claims to the contrary are made.

„ L The questions - in a certain sense, the vital
questions - for a socialist democracy, which first
ofall intervenes dictatorially in the laws of capital ownership and expropriates the capital in the
forceful socialist revolution, arise after the demolition of the old reactionary state apparatus: what is
democratic; what is an undemocratic course of
action? What differentiates socialist democracy
from bourgeois democracy? Which historically tried
and tested principles of democracy must socialist
democracy, so to say, 'adopt'in order to solve fundamental political questions? Precisely what is the
agenda against which socialist democracy should
fight? Is the newly constructed apparatus of the
socialist state actually socialist at all; is it actually
democratic at all? How is that shown, how is that
proved and which fundamental criteria and considerations exist behind those historical forms of
socialist democracy? For we are all familiar with
them since they became, quite blatantly, police
states in the 1950s. These anti-democratic forms
of government created a new bourgeoisie, which
enshrouded its dictatorship with Marxist and socialist phrases. These important and fundamental
questions certainly cannot be answered here in the
comprehensive fashion they require; butfundamental aspects of these questions, however, definitely
can be discussed.

Forceful and a r m e d socialist revolution as
the beginning of socialist democracy and the
repression of the counterrevolution

This section explains why the proletarian revolution,
the forceful demolition of the bourgeois state apparatus, is a democratic act right to its very core, in the face
of agitation by the bourgeois ideologues:
„ ...because this revolution is based on the broad
mass of the proletariat and borne by the sympathy
of the majority of the exploited masses. ... As well
as this, the goal of this revolution - namely the establishment ofa dictatorship for the exploited majority over the exploiting minority - as the first step
in the direction of the establishment of a classless
and stateless Communist society, is likewise a democratic act right to its very core. "
Expropriation of the banks, factories and land

This section emphasises:
„It is deceptive to speak of equality, freedom or
democracy, if this does not involve the freeing of
capital along with it. The expropriation of the banks
and factories is the material prerequisite for the
abolition of the regime of exploitation, as well for
the abolition of wage labour, in order to make it
possible to organise a life without exploitation. "
On the further repression of the
counterrevolution

At this point the leaflet explains the necessity ofkeep-
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„ Quite simply, the point is that what sustains this
dictatorial course of action, these forceful sanctions
against an exploitative and anti-democratic minority in a particular country by the great majority of
exploited workers (under the leadership of the
working women and women), is that it is a measure specified by socialist democracy. That is simply the central conceptfor a proper understanding
of the term, coined by Marx, 'dictatorship of the
proletariat \"
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The arguments surrounding the hallmarks of socialist democracy cannot be dismissed out of hand
simply by deflecting attention from the actual problem by talking about 'democratic socialism for all \
Talking about 'socialism with the appearance of
democracy' is simply obfuscatory and does not answer the questions of the class system, the ownership ofproperty or the necessity of the repression
of the counterrevolution, which will appealfor 'humanity ' and for 'mercy 'for the old tsarist family,
for the Emperor of China, the 'poor' Krupp, etc.
(i.e. for the reactionaries, for the capital.)
Communist forces set an entirely different question: without doubt, the dictatorship over the counterrevolution and the forceful repression of it is necessary, indispensable and, in this sense, the very
requirement for socialist democracy to succeed at
all and be protected for the great mass of workers.
But - and this cannot be overemphasised after the
experiences ofthe pseudo-socialist police states in
recent decades - socialist democracy must be comprehensible, demonstrable. It has to be an attractive example for the free productive development
in the capabilities of the great mass of workers, who
will then go on, with the help of the mechanisms of
socialist democracy behind them, truly to exercise
the stately power of the majority of the working
class and its allies.
'Dictatorship ofthe proletariates in this respect
a democratic concept right to its very core, because
the term does not just mention dictatorship, but
rather the dictatorship of the proletariat. The working women and men operate this dictatorship, along
with the once exploited working masses, in a coalition over the small minority of counterrevolutionaries and their enablers. The more comprehensive
their participation is in this essential objective, the
better. The more democratically the working class
is organised, the more effectively the struggle by
all sides against the exploiters and against the counterrevolution can be fought. The exercising of the
dictatorship of the proletariat is, therefore, closely
linked to the evolution of socialist democracy, to
the evolution of one's own initiative and to the democratically organised activities of the masses of
workers under the leadership of the working women and men.
This dictatorial objective of the socialist state,
which is expensive both in terms of strength and of
energy, does however only concern one field ofob-

jectives, which is nevertheless invaluable and must
and should not be restricted, even if another great
field of objectives, geared towards Communism, has
to be tackled at the same time: the planning, organisation and construction ofa life free of exploitation, the creation and the expansion of an increasingly transparent democratic relationship in terms
of conflicts and inconsistencies amongst those once
exploited. This, so to say, 'constructive 'side of the
socialist state - the evolution of socialist democracy and economy, is the actual source of the energy
and enthusiasm which bring with them the strength
not to let up in the vital struggle against the counterrevolution.
2. The objection of whether something is right or
wrong cannot be decided by the majority, because
one plus one would still equal two, even if a majority decided that it equalled three: this objection is
demagogic and contains a half truth.
It is true that the mass of working women and
men, who will have the power in their own hands
after the revolution, will-even when pursuing socialist democracy - make wrong decisions when
building up their state, and that these wrong decisions will have been supported by a great majority.
Nevertheless - and this is essential - these wrong
decisions can then be democratically corrected.
We see here, broadly speaking, two reasons for
such problematic decisions:
H

The reactionary habits or views, which are left
over from the old social order, will not be defeated with a single slap even after the proletarian revolution has taken place. So, for example,
the distillation of vodka was not outlawed in the
revolutionary Soviet Union immediately after
1917, despite all the problems it caused (amongst
others, the use of grain notfor a basic source of
sustenance, but for the manufacture of alcohol,
or rather for the manufacture of the problem of
alcoholism.) In this respect it is important that it
is not simply the perspective of the Communist
Party and its scientifically grounded argument
that is crucial, but that it is also an important
part of socialist democracy that one has to live
temporarily with false majority decisions, before
using the provisions of socialist democracy in order to ensure that these decisions are corrected.

• All of this is also important if the causes ofsuch
a wrong decision are caused not by a bourgeois

ideology, but are due to the fact that at that point
of time the standard of knowledge was insufficient.
Previous socialist democracies to the present day
do not just give us examples of correct decisions,
but also of mistaken decisions explained away by
the situation, by the tradition and by the respective
level of knowledge and of science. These mistaken
decisions were nevertheless commensurate with the
opinion of the majority of the working class. Not
for nothing did Lenin explain that the force of habit is the most dreadful power and that freeing oneself of it will take a drawn-out struggle.
The process of formulating opinions, the democratic process of deciding one s own thoughts on a
matter are basically dependant on whether logical
arguments - the for and against on the one hand,
but also the balance of power, the strengh of the
revolutionary and counterrevolutionary forces and
the reality of the situation on the other - are comprehensively, seriously and controversially analysed
and evaluated. Even ifrash decisions do have to be
made and no room for exhaustive analysis can be
found, there will not seldom still be points to argue,
issues which have not been 100% resolved. Nevertheless, decisions still have to be made, and in fact
- there is no other possibility - decided democratically, which means by those bodies democratically
authorised to make such decisions. The role of the
Communist Party must be a model in this respect.
3. Being able to judge everything and doing everything consciously - these high demands for the
development and expansion of socialist democracy require not only transparency and maximum simplification of the state's activities - which would
render increasing numbers of full-time '-civil servants unnecessary - but also that the knowledge
and the education of the broad mass of workers
becomes all the more professional, so that they understand everything.
The development of socialist democracy is based
on the enhancement of the consciousness and activity ofthe masses, through the increasing participation of the broad mass of workers in the machinery of the state in an increasingly wide field.
An important hallmark of socialist democracy is,
therefore, whether or not this culturally revolutionary facet, which demands active participation of
the universally educated and knowledgeable work-
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ers, is developed or not. (This question is, incidentally, much more important than the question of
whether this or that particular group of exploiters
and reactionaries have the right to vote temporarily withdrawn or not.)
4. It would be fatal to equate 'menace to socialist
democracy 'simply with active counterrevolutionaries. The necessity of developping effective forms
of organisation also involves the emergence of new,
relatively strong structures, as well as the emergence of a state apparatus with characteristics
which are, atfirst glance, reminiscent of the bourgeois state: ministries, authorities, judiciary, police
and military. Thus the simplification of the administrative offices of state - which, indeed, is a prerequisite for maximising the participation of the
masses in the activities of state, with maximal organisational efficiency - also contains the danger
that a new sense of routine develops, which increasingly forces the meaning and substance of individual decisions or roles into the background and ceases to bring them into question.
As well as this, the petit-bourgeois self-serving
trend of functionaries 'comes into the equation: they
declare themselves indispensable and exalt their
importance, whilst the matters they come into contact with they inevitably complicate and render
opaque, in so doing accumulating a certain uncheckedpower - in short: the tendency towards bureaucracy, which turns the socialist state into a selfpreserving system, instead of rendering itself increasingly unnecessary by simplifying state affairs
and involving the masses.
We know, as a result of our experiences of the
socialist democracies of history, that this problem
is twofold. It is unavoidable that after the revolution the problem of bureaucracy will be exemplified by the fact that the socialist state, stillfor want
of its own 'red'specialists from the rows of workers, will still have to fall back at first on bourgeois
organisational specialists, in order to take care of
certain matters. But while this is happening, the
problem in the phase of socialism s development is
that the once militant Communist women and men
- tried and tested in production and by the class
struggle - look after their own back when they come
to exercise power over stately affairs; they start
commanding. In short: display negative tendencies
which become dominating if they are not compre-

hensively tackled. Bureaucracy, blind discipline,
erosion ofmeaning-which are also the experiences of historical socialist democracies - form the
medium for Communist-lacquered bureaucrats and
careerists to turn themselves into 'the new masters
basically into a new bourgeoisie, so that capitalism
can be restored.
The culture-revolutionary aspect, the anti-bureaucratic aspect, the fight against self-important and
insipid bureaucrats; the claim to be engaging the
broad masses of workers to the fullest extent
through access to education and transparency, to
allow them to inform themselves, judge decisions,
participate in the concrete leadership of the state;
the maximum development of criticism and selfcriticism from below'; and accountability — all of
these aspects are measurements for the mobilisation of the masses, for their participation in the leadership of the state. They are hallmarks of socialist
democracy in just the same way as it is undoubtedly a hallmark ofsocialist democracy that fear and
anxiety before the organs of the socialist state is
absent.
5. Socialist democracy does not just develop and
evolve with the fight against the counterrevolution,
but rather constantly with the struggle with the
apparatus developed by itself. This system is necessary and indispensable, but must be accompanied
by the fundamental idea that it renders itself unnecessary by so thoroughly simplifying all its operations that a position in the civil service is eventually no longer a full-time job \ but rather a position in which the workers themselves can participate - alongside their daily occupations - so that
the responsibility of taking care of these affairs of
state can be shared.
It is on this foundation that the bureaucratic apparatus 'withers away as a direct consequence of
the simplification of its functions, as well as of its
adoption of maximal transparency and by restricting itself to what is absolutely necessary. Alongside
this increasing activity and consciousness of the
masses, the requirement also emerges that, bit by
bit, all those who were once exploited and repressed
can truly participate in the management ofthe state.
6. When it is victorious worldwide, when it knows
no classes, no state apparatus, Communism will
quite logically mean that democracy, as a state
form, will no longer exist. But in Communism and
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on the path to Communism there will exist, however, the hallmarks of socialist-democratic methods:
there will be debates with decisions made democratically and by majority vote. The democratic
transactions and relations of the great masses of
workers will determine the direction of everyday
life in its entirety, in the factories and workplaces
as well in the regulation of all basic questions of
human coexistence. These democratic relations will
create an atmosphere in which argument is at the
forefront, in which controversy and debate form the
arena for arguments to be suggested and fought
out, and in which it is not intrigue and the balances
of power which are decisive. In short: the attitude
towards the masses of workers must be marked by
this mentality of democratic thought and behaviour, of open debate, of fair argument all the way
through to voting and majority decisions: this atmosphere, this inner attitude will then bring Communism to its fullest fruition.
Z One of the biggest issues in the struggle between capitalism and Communism was, and is, the
area of the granting of and/or the restriction of classical bourgeois-democratic freedoms, as they were
codified after the bourgeois-democratic revolutions
in the bourgeois constitutions, and then for good
reasonwere later also incorporated into constitutions of the socialist Soviet Union, China, Albania,
etc. By freedoms we mean, for example, free expression and speech, freedom of assembly, the freedom of the press andfreedom of demonstration.
It is justifiably pointed out that these freedoms
exist formally in the existing bourgeois democracies, but that they are in reality doubly restricted:
for one thing by the absent material conditions for
the usage of these freedoms by the broad masses
(particularly evident with the freedom of the press
and by the private-capitalistic ownership of the publishers and newspapers) andfor another thing by
legal back-doors and practical damages to these
freedoms through hectoring, prosecutions, prohibition of strike action andprohibition of demonstrating, etc.
In as far as the Communist forces, as the exponents of socialist democracy, decry this hypocrisy,
these grievances in practice, they also adopt the
duty of taking these basic democratic freedoms which (as an aside) are not fundamentally 'new'
ideas; they were not invented by the bourgeoisie -

into the programme of socialist revolution and realising them. Of course, without the hypocrisy; without the contradiction between promise and practice, between word and deed; without false conceptions of the supposedly absolute nature of these
bourgeois rights andfreedoms.
The Communists must openly and honestly declare the extent to which they will behave dictatorially and the lines they will not cross. It was for
this reason that Marx deliberately chose the phrase
'dictatorship of the proletariat \ Socialist democracy withholds democratic rights from the counterrevolutionaries and does not deny this. For it is
a fact of life that this is the only way that it is possible to defend the democratic rights of the once
exploited. At the same time, socialist democracy
must make it clear that such a denial of political
rights, that such restrictions of freedom are necessary simply as means to counter the attempts by
the exploiters and class enemies to maintain or restore their privileges.
It is patently reasonable that the military andpolitical organisation of the counterrevolution must
be suppressed and that this suppression is legitimate. The problems begin when matters turn to the
expression ofopinion, to art, culture or philosophy.
Of course we know, too, that after breaking the
exploiting class 'military and economic resistance,
after defeating the open counterrevolution, the battle to break the ideological resistance by the exploiters and reactionaries takes on paramount importance. And this battle is more difficult and more
protracted than the demolition of the tools, means
and media of the bourgeoisie 's ideological reign.
Therefore, the socialist state should not simply
restrict the intensification of the class struggle to
military or political matters, but should rather expand and refine this class struggle increasingly widely in order to properly defeat the bourgeoisie and
capitalism in all areas, including in the area of ideology.
If it must be that at this or that point, in the context of political and military operations by the counterrevolutionaries, certain dictatorial incursions in
the ideological field (possibly for good reason) had
or have to take place, the fundamental problem
nevertheless remains that the real class struggle by
the proletariat cannot be developped in some sterile fashion, but rather by active discussion of ideol-
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ogy and of the theories ofthe counterrevolutionaries of the international bourgeoisie and their theoretical andphilosophical predecessors.
8. In view ofthe political analysis of the situation
as a whole, there was quite honestly no room for
the idea that the repressive component of the state
- which, to name names, include the army and security service - would be allowed to 'wither away'
in the Soviet Union in the 1930s. As a result of the
international aggravation of the struggle between
revolution and counterrevolution, actual concrete
measures andforces, as opposed to abstract planning, had to be deployed in great number for the
fight against the counterrevolution: instead of letting it wither away, these areas of the socialist state
had not just to be kept alive, but also to be strengthened it in terms of personnel and technology. The
victory over Nazi-Fascism proved that this decision was correct.
As a direct consequence of these repressive tasks
of the socialist state, one must be aware - considering the daunting caricature of the police states in
revisionist states — that they degenerate into a revisionist police dictatorship when these tasks are not
accompanied by the enhancement of the consciousness of the soldiers and by the ever closer connection between the army and the other security services on the one hand and the masses of workers
on the other.
It is, therefore, a central objective that the relationship between the repressive aspect of the socialist state (that is, the defence against the counterrevolution), and the constructive aspect of the
socialist state (that is, the actual construction of
socialism), is very firmly constituted on the basis of
theoretical analysis ofthe particular period oftime
and the particular situation.
And that is not the end of the problem. If the
counterrevolution declares open war on the victorious proletariat and invades the country, it is not
just the repressive component ofthe state - the fight
against the counterrevolution - which is thrust into
the foreground. On the condition ofan imperialist
invasion, for example, the democratic relationship
between the workers and socialist democracy itself
has to be restricted, or at least has to become more
precise. In times of war, other forms of socialist
democracy more suited to the war situation have
to be worked out and implemented.

///- Forms of socialist democracy
In this section, various socialist state forms are discussed: the Paris Commune of 1871, the socialist
Soviet Union and the peoples' democracies after
1945. The leaflet explains in conclusion:
„ It is obvious from these examples that the question of the form of socialist democracy cannot be
engaged with in some abstract way, independent
from such factors as time and place, independent
of the specific historical particularities of a given
country, independent of whether or not the country
finds itself in an open civil war, in a war with imperialist powers or in a phase of the peaceful construction of socialism.
Everything will depend on paying close attention
to nurturing socialist democracy in practice, re-

gardless of its form, even if that means under the
worst conditions of war or even under the threat of
renewed war. If this is done, the counterrevolutionaries 'attemptedforceful restriction of socialist democracy will fail to avert the inevitable: that the
armed proletariat will, quite independently and in
a democratically organised fashion, lead the double fight against the counterrevolution andfor the
ultimate victory of Communism. "
The leaflet is six A3 pages long and contains the following additional supplements:
5

•

On the terms 'democracy , 'dictatorship' and 'state'

•

Particular aspects of the struggle led by the Communist Party of China and the PAA ofAlbania in the
expansion of socialist democracy

J

References for further reading

February's leaflet has as its theme:
On the proteists against the mass layoffs at N okia:

A g a i n i s t a p p e a s e m e n t a n d n a t i o nalist © a nn p a i g n s :
Ir i t e n s i f y t h e s t r u g g l e , © e c u p y t h e f a citoryi
th

,, It was announced on January 15 that the Finnish Nokia corporation wanted to close its factory
in Bochum in the coming months and throw all its
2,300 working women and men onto the street.
Some further 2,000 colleagues in firms supplying
the factory, as well as providing it with temporary
leased' workers, are also directly affected. The process of their dismissal is already underway. The first
protests were organised quickly, among them particularly the demonstration on January 22 , 2008,
with more than 15,000 participants. Messages of
solidarity were received immediately from other factories. The protest by the working women and men
of Nokia is justified — that does not even come into
question.
nd

But from the beginning, the existing attempts of
this justified protest and the struggle for the retention of these jobs were, for several reasons, extensively paralysed and disorganised: there was the intolerable invocation of the alleged Nokia Family',
to which, even now, one is expected to prove ones
'worth 'to be a member of this family through ex-
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emplary work. There was the dishonest claptrap of
'politics in its entirety, all the parties will backyou
up.' This was combined with a German-nationalist
propaganda campaign by bourgeois politicians,
bourgeois media as well as the leaderships of the
unions and factories. 'Defend Germany as a business location' and the German 'national community 'were chauvinistically propagandised with arguments against greedy and inhumane 'Finns', for
'Made in Germany 'and against 'Romanian unreliability '. This was accompanied with a media-effective exaggerated frenzy by bourgeois politicians to
get rid of their Nokia mobiles.
All of this is supposed to help to hinder the very
implementation of a really effective struggle by the
colleagues at Nokia, be it strike or, above all, even
an occupation ofthe factories. Above all, questioning about the real reasons behind the threatened
closure ofthe Nokia factory in Bochum is supposed
to be blurred and distorted, when these reasons lie
in the foundations of the capitalist-imperialist system. Therefore the decisive struggle against this

entire network of appeasers and disorientators is
an essential objective for all colleagues who really
want to fight to secure clarity over the further perspectives of the struggle.

„ Based on fundamentally theoretical work and
practical experiences of the struggle by the working women and men, Marx formulated guidelines
on the necessity of the decisive struggle led on a
daily basis by the working women and men, and on
the boundaries of this struggle in the context of
capitalism. These guidelines have lost none of their
meaning:

No footing for nationalism
This section explains how nationalist argument tries
to confuse the working women and men and play them
off against each other.
„A separation between the allegedly social and
reasonable companies - German companies - and
greedy and unreasonable foreign 'companies is not
just far from realistic, nor does it just fuel illusions
of the ability of capitalism to be reformed. Rather
such a separation is, ultimately, nothing more than
ammunition for the nationalist propaganda of 'Defend Germany as a business location' and of a national community, where those up there and us
down here are al in coalition with each other; a
'community' which bears no resemblance to that
which exists in reality. "
The following argument is used against this nationalist concept of'German high class workmanship' and
against the apparently worse 'Romanian labour':
„As long as the working women and men allow
themselves to be stirred up and played off against
each other by the capitalists, according to their
nationality and 'business location
the capitalists
are pleased, since they can amplify the exploitation in peace and unchecked. Bringing one section
of the working women and men into the inner circle with flattery and adulation, that is in a nationalist-chauvinist manner, whilst playing them offand
instigating them against other sections of the working class - these tactics of division and reciprocal
instigation are used by all capitalists, regardless of
which country they come from. Such tactics are
practiced by Volkswagen, BMW and Deutsche Bahn
over and over again - and often to a much greater
extent than that currently seen at Nokia. "

„ By cowardly giving way in their every-day conflict with the capital, they would certainly disqualify themselves for the initiating ofany larger movement.
At the same time (...) the working class ought not
to exaggerate to themselves the ultimate working
of these day-to-day struggles. They ought not to
forget that they are fighting with effects, but not
with the causes of those effects; that they are retarding the downward movement, but not changing its direction (...) They ought, therefore, not to
be exclusively absorbed in these unavoidable guerrilla fights incessantly springing up from the neverceasing encroachments of capital or changes of the
market. (...) They ought to inscribe on their banner
the revolutionary watchword, 'Abolition of the wage
system!"
(Karl Marx, „Wages, Price and Profit", 1865, Peking 1975, p. 78)

As before, the concluding words of the 'Manifesto of the Communist Party' by Marx and Engels
apply:

„ Workers of all countriesunite!"
The leaflet is two A3 pages long and contains the following additional supplement:
0 Successful occupation of the Continental factory in
Mexico

Emphasis falls on the following:
„ It is a prerequisite for a successful struggle that
we turn against all attempts at dividing us, against
a division between working women andmen from
Germany and colleagues in Romania, against a division between temporary 'leased'workers andpermanent workers, etc. "
In conclusion the leaflet stresses:

Contact thru:

*e-mail: info@gegendiestroemung.org
*http://www.gegendiestroemung.org
\

(*... but don't underestimate the secret services anywhere in the world)
.
,
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The leaflet from March/April 2013 dealt with:
The Experience at Opel Confirms the Slogan:

If you fight you can lose,
but if you don’t fight, you’ve already lost!
Over 76 % of the Opel workers in Bochum have
rejected the so-called ‘restructuring wage agreement’
that the leadership of the metal workers’ union IGMetall had agreed with Opel management. This rejection is completely justified. … There are many
voices claiming that it doesn’t make any sense to
fight in a situation like this. That it would only make
things worse. Those who fight will only lose, that’s
the logic that the union- and works council chiefs
are trying to make us believe.
But the experience at Opel in Bochum confirms
both directly and indirectly exactly the opposite.
Those who fight can lose … but without a fight, without a determined defence, without exerting any significant pressure, the capitalists and their State will
be able to continue to impose ever-worsening conditions. And most of all: without a fight, without
coming together in a long-tern, irreconcilable struggle against capital and the capitalist system, with victories, setbacks and defeats along the way, the workers will never be able to put themselves in a position
to get rid of capitalist exploitation and oppression
once and for all.

and blackmailing of the Opel workers. The section
concluded:
For the union and works council chiefs and their
apparatus it is important to prevent any effective
struggle. Above all, they want to prevent by any
means a repetition of the powerful and independent
strike of 2004, and to prevent a spark of resistance
that might ignite at other Opel sites. They haven’t
been able to achieve this yet.

Step It Up, Don’t Ease Off!
The next section emphasised:
The decisive factor is the combativity of the workers, their readiness and ability to land effective blows
against capital and its State, to go on strike, to occupy factories, to really turn up the pressure.

The more they lead a determined fight against exploitation and oppression, the more they can begin
to reject the politics of class collaboration, of reformism and belief in the State, to reject the division of the workers through German nationalism and
chauvinism – and vice versa. And the more they can
approach a struggle directed against the totality of
The Opel „Restructuring Wage Agreecapital, its parties and its State. Such a struggle can
ment“ – A Document of Intensified
make it easier to make connections with resistance
Exploitation
against Nazis and tendencies towards State fascism,
This section made clear the meaning of the agree- against policies of militarism and war, and against
ment that the trade union bosses and the united works imperialist exploitation and oppression due to Gercouncil of Opel had agreed with the capitalists from man imperialism across the globe.
the Opel board: compulsory redundancies, the ending of car production in Bochum, wage cuts, lies Take the Struggle into our Own Hands about „safeguarding the future“ and the foment- Without and Against the Trade Union
ing of a German-chauvinist atmosphere, division Bosses!

This section addressed the question of whether it
In the long term these daily struggles can only lead
really makes any sense to fight within the trade to success when the workers actively attack capital
unions:
and its State, the system of capitalism. That means
too that the most important thing is not the immedi... We want to summarise our position in three brief ate outcome of a struggle. In the long term the decipoints:
sive factor in all of the struggles is the advancement
 The trade union apparatus is firmly controlled of the revolutionary unity of the workers for the overby a small layer of well-paid and fully bought- throw of capitalism. …
off union bosses (Lenin called them the „labour
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels developed the probureaucracy“). This layer of bureaucrats can
count on the support of a not insignificant layer gram for the road and the goal of the struggle of the
of the working class, the so-called „labour aris- revolutionary workers. „Down with the wage systocracy“. The leadership of the German Trade tem!“ - that means that private ownership of the
Union Federation and its apparatus are thus in means of production and the exploitation of one
many ways closely linked – and coalesce with – person by another need to be abolished. But the precondition of this is that the old bourgeois State, an
the State and capital. …
instrument of capitalism, needs to be smashed from
 But we are not saying that this completely negatop to bottom and a completely new revolutionary
tive appraisement of the trade union leadership
workers power, the dictatorship of the proletariat
means that we shouldn’t work within the trade
needs to be constructed. That’s a clear program
unions. Sometimes it’s necessary to fight your
which lays out in plain language and without fear of
enemies from within. Together with our activist
the ruling class, on the one side the necessity of diccolleagues we need to fight against the leadertatorial measures against capital and against the capship of the trade unions, their bureaucratic and
italists, and on the other side the socialist democraundemocratic apparatus with the aim of mobilcy for the working class on the way to a classless,
ising the maximum number of union members.
communist society.other ss the proletariat needs to
But we must be careful, we’re operating in „enbe constructed. The appeal of the communists reemy territory“. … Slander, denunciations, sackmains: Workers of all lands should unite. That’s the
ings, expulsions from the union – these are all
meaning of International Workers’ Day, the red First
part of the harsh reality for those who dare to
of May.
challenge the union bosses, who expose their
intrigues and who get a bit too close for their
The leaflet consisted of four sides of A4 and also
comfort…
contained the following articles:
 The decisive thing is to rely on our own strength,  Highlights of workers’ struggles across the world
not to allow ourselves to be intimidated and
(February-March 2013)
stopped by the union bosses and their apparatus,  The Fight of the Ford Workers from Genk (Beland where possible, to use some of the strucgium) – an Example to Follow!
tures of the union, without making ourselves de Opel Union Boss Einenkel & Co. – Stopping a
pendent on them. …“
Real Fight by „Talking Left“
For the Revolutionary Overthrow of
 Supplement: Appeal of the Opel workplace reps
Capitalism
on May 1, 2013
... The task of the communist forces is to support
all of these daily struggles with all their strength, to
bring their militancy, activity and arguments into
these just struggles. The communists will, however, make clear that every such struggle within the
capitalist system has its limits. In the long term, this
struggle can slow down – but not stop – the general
deterioration of conditions. Unemployment, work
closures, pay cuts, exploitation and oppression will
always occur as long as capitalism still exists….


Advertisement:

Literaturvertrieb Dimitroff
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The leaflet for May/June 2013 had the subject:

Solidarity with the
Struggling Workers in Bangladesh!
Over 1,100 textile workers died in Bangladesh
after being forced to work, despite warnings, in a
factory in imminent danger of collapse. The cause
was immediately clear: in an atmosphere of bottomless poverty, extreme oppression, terrible exploitation and inhuman working conditions, it was
the combined profit greed of the capital of imperialist countries and the local ruling class, the factory owners and managers which led to the deaths of
over 1,100 textile workers.

the fierce worldwide struggles of the working masses achieved social improvements. Another factor is
the colonial and neo-colonial exploitation of countries dependent on imperialism by the imperial metropolises.

The deadly working conditions in the textile industry in Bangladesh were also a subject in the German media in Germany for a short time. The deadly – in the literal sense of the word – working conditions in the textile industry in Bangladesh were
also a topic in the media in Germany for a short
period of time. But the subject quickly disappeared
again, and was anyway treated as if it was a particular problem among a low-cost firms in the textile
industry. European subjects quickly dominated international news reporting once again. But in reality the events in Bangladesh place questions of proletarian internationalism on the agenda, of perspectives for revolution in very different oppressor and
oppressed countries across the globe.

Struggles of the working class continually develop up to the present day in all capitalist countries
against this ‘absolute pauperisation of the working
class’ (Marx).

In the next section the deadly working conditions
of the textile industry in Bangladesh were described.
A further section told of the struggles of the textile workers in Bangladesh which are directed
against these deadly working conditions.
The section headed „Reject the German-European Perspective“ discussed how the promotion
of a German-chauvinistic and European-chauvinistic attitudes aims to create and strengthen an atmosphere of class peace in Germany.
The following section identified and examined
factors which explain the difference in living standards of the working, exploited classes in different countries and regions: The history and development of living standards in each country, the particular traditions in a country and most of all how

The section ‘Solidarity in the Struggles’ started
by establishing that capitalism across the world
means that the working class in every country sinks
ever deeper into poverty. It continued:

Today in the so-called ‘low-wage countries’ there
are increasing struggles to raise the livng- and working conditions to the well-known working and living conditions in the imperialist centres.
In the imperialist centres there are struggles of varying size and intensity in different countries against
increasing unemployment, cuts in welfare services
and low pay. The ever-increasing sharp rivalry between the imperialist great powers over the next decades will lead to increasing international crises and
wars. Out of all of these aspects arises the prospect –
also in the imperialist centres - of the lowest layers
of the labouring masses, above all the workers, becoming revolutionary and then breaking with the labour aristocracy and opportunist leaders.
On top of that is the fact that workers from countries with poor economic conditions are being forced
to sell their labour power in ever greater numbers in
countries where the economic situation is better,
merely in order to survive. This modern migration,
triggered by capitalism and imperialism, provides
great opportunities and possibilities for a united
struggle of the workers of different countries against
the common enemy of the capitalists, who are trying
with all means at their disposal to set one group of
workers against another.
In Germany it is necessary to lead a systematic
and determined fight against German chauvin-

ism and European arrogance in the struggle for
the unity of workers in all countries. This is especially clear in the class struggles of countries such
as Bangladesh.

needs to be ‘overcome’ or ‘abolished’, as it’s often
vaguely put. But sooner or later it becomes clear
that these fine words often disguise or ignore the
real problem and thus fail when confronted with the
harsh reality. For it won’t be possible to just somehow ‘overcome’ or ‘abolish’ capitalism, that’s the
typical language of reformism! The capitalist system and its machinery of power need to be smashed
in a real revolution.

If we can succeed in making contacts, in organising a left-wing union- and democratic movement in
Germany which acts in solidarity with those fighting, if we can organise a common struggle across
borders in the current union battles, if we succeed
in fighting against German and European chauvinSo as it has become increasingly clear in the last
ism in these struggles, then it will be an important few years that capitalism means war, death, exploistep in the right direction.
tation and oppression, that capitalism now represents
a worldwide system, then it has also become clear
In all of these struggles it will become clear how that precisely the powerful class struggles in the soeffective it is when the working class of several coun- called low-wage countries can have an immense imtries, often quite different countries, enters into a portance in the weakening of imperialism and can
common struggle against the capitalist class of their deal it heavy blows in individual countries. It can
‘own’ countries, in a fight against capitalists who become clear that the class struggles in each counare no longer simply capitalists in one country but try can help the class struggles in other countries.“
who are organised as imperialist monopolies and
companies operating worldwide. It becomes possiIn conclusion it was emphasised that there can be
ble to recognise common enemy.
no solution without the unity of the working class
of all countries, without the line of unity of all exBut it would be naïve to think that the centuries- ploited and oppressed masses inside and outside of
old division of the world into colonial countries and the main imperialist centres. That’s why Karl Marx
imperial metropolises, and the centuries-old chau- proclaimed the slogan:
vinistic jingoism can be overcome in a few decades.
„Workers of all countries, Unite!“
It will be a long road, a road on which there will
not simply be isolated struggles, trade union questions and democratic conditions, but rather the building of a common fighting revolutionary front on all
of the important issues. The possibilities of a common struggle across all borders have grown enormously over the last decades. Travel and information routes have been shortened dramatically. It’s
not just the case that the ruling class in all countries
can more easily organise common exploitation and
oppression despite increased competition. The working people of the world can also more easily make
contact with each other and organise common, revolutionary struggles to bring down imperialism.



In recent years there has been increasing discussion that the capitalist system doesn’t just have problems, but that it is itself the problem. Capitalism
Contact thru:

*e-mail: info@gegendiestroemung.org
*http://www.gegendiestroemung.org
(*... but don’t underestimate the secret services anywhere in the world)
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The leaflet from Juliy/August was on the subject:
Police Terror Against Refugees Executed with Cold-Blooded Calculation in
Munich on 30.6.2013:

Solidarity with the Struggle of the Refugees against the Deadly
Police and Deportation Terror of the German State!
The hunger and ‘thirst’ strike of over 50 refugees
at a protest camp in the city centre of Munich was
ended on 30th June by a brutal police action carried
out with deadly premeditation. This was a new peak
in the police terror against the refugee movement.
Refugees, weakened through thirst and hunger, were
attacked, beaten and some dragged away without
even medical aid. Bourgeois press and politicians
lied and libelled: the police terror was allegedly „to
save lives“, and the struggling refugees were abused
as „extortionists“.

Hunger-Striking Refugees“ described the brutal
clearance of the refugee camp in Munich by the notorious „USK“ special police unit. The declaration
of the refugees was quoted as follows:

„It is a clear contradiction to say that 300 police officers tried to ‘rescue’ us when, on the sixth
day of our ‘dry’ hunger strike, they tried beat us
almost to death. All of us were beaten, forced to
go to hospital and even put in prison without any
medical supervision. We were all put under pressure to sign incriminating statements against our
The hunger strike of the refugees in Munich is representative (Ashkan Khorasani). We were
part of an offensive struggle that they have been even offered a legal residency status if we were
waging for over a year against inhuman living con- to cooperate with them.“
ditions imposed by the German state, against racist
The police also acted with brutal violence against
laws, against their isolation, against restrictions on
their freedom of movement and against deadly po- the supporters of the camp, which can only be understood as a threat to all of those forces struggling
lice-, isolation- and deportation-terror.
in solidarity with the refugees. The goal of this poDespite the strengthening struggle of the refugees, lice terror was spelled out: to make an example of
active solidarity with the refugees is not a central the struggling refugees in order to smash the develfocus of the really democratic forces. This can be oping and radicalising refugee movement.
clearly seen in the almost complete absence of proIn conclusion it was emphasised that the strugtests against the police terror of 30 June. The reasons for this are primarily to be found in the devel- gling refugees in Munich didn’t let themselves be
opment of the struggle of the refugees over the last intimidated and that they are continuing to struggle
few months, in the role of reformist groups and with for the fulfilment of their demands.
the effect of German and European chauvinism,
The following sections were entitled „The Dirty
which appears to stretch even into the ranks of the Lies of the Bourgeois Media and Politicians to
anti-racist and anti-Nazi groups.
Legitimise the Police Terror“ and „On the Acts of
The following section „Police Terror against Solidarity with the Refugees in Munich“.

The Hunger Strike in Munich is Part of
the Self-Organised Struggle of the
Refugees
The hunger strike of the struggling refugees in
Munich is part of a strengthening refugee movement
in Germany since March 2012. Its importance and
the actions of the German state on 30 June need to
be seen in the context of these strengthening struggles of refugees in Germany. …
The following section reported the continuing actions of the refugees since March 2012 and summarised thus:
The public action with tent camps and hunger
strikes spread to a total of eight cities (Würzburg,
Bamberg, Aub, Regensburg, Passau, Nuremberg,
Düsseldorf and Berlin) in the next few months, with
well over 100 hunger-striking refugees. An important goal here was the conscious abandonment and
the publicly visible boycott of the refugee camps.
Numerous incidents of harassment and terror from
the police, courts and local authorities were endured,
along with threats of punishment aimed at restricting their right to freedom of assembly. The protest,
directed against the deadly police- and deportation
terror as well as the racist laws for refugees in Germany, was summed up in four central demands:


Stop All Deportations



Shut Down the Refugee Camps



Abolition of „Compulsory Residence“

ugees.
The so-called „Compulsory Residence“ - which
doesn’t exist anywhere else in Europe - is a product
of the bureaucratic German system of order and control, whereby every departure from an arbitrary area
(a rural district, administrative district or federal
state, depending on the particular rule) needs an
approved request. This law stands in the tradition of
the Nazi „Police Rules for Foreigners“ from 1938,
and of the colonial laws of the German colonialists,
as for example in the German colony „German Togoland“ (today the nation of Togo), which were designed to restrict the freedom of movement of the
African population in order to better control the anticolonial resistance against the German „masterrace“. It’s a question of the right to freedom of movement and of the free choice of residency, generally
proclaimed as a human right and enshrined in the
„General Declaration of Human Rights“, to which
the Federal German Republic has formally signed
up.
In addition, the striking refugees made the demand
for Recognition as Political Refugees which, flowing from the residency status would automatically
fulfil all other the demands, because the hostel- and
„compulsory residence“-terror would no longer apply. …
The following section reported from the continuation of the refugees protest and in conclusion it was
emphasised:

The state and the government of the Federal ReRecognition of all Asylum Seekers as Political
public of Germany were justly accused by the refuRefugees
gees of being the main cause of their intolerable sitBehind the demand to Stop All Deportations is uation:
the demand for an unlimited right to remain, which
 Firstly: through the colonial injustice and the
is a demand primarily from those whose asylum
fomenting of wars, through imperialist, neo-coapplications are rejected and who have the status
lonial exploitation and oppression, and through
„tolerated“ refugees, often for many years, as well
militarization, training and support of the ruling
as by those subject to immediate extradition, who
apparatus of repression in their countries of oriare permanently under threat of deportation.
gin, of destroying their countries and thus creating the conditions causing their flight.
Shut Down the Refugee Camps is a demand for
the abolition of isolation, for the right to a private  Secondly: through the practical abolition of posphere and a private apartment, and thus for the ablitical asylum, through the permanent terror of
olition of these unbearable living conditions for refdeportation and through the sealing of the bor

ders of Europe, of being jointly responsible for
the deaths of thousands of refugees.
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Thirdly: through the system of isolation camps
and of racist laws, of causing mental and physical suffering for the refugees and leading up to

racist murder through police violence which against state police- and deportation terror and against
Nazi-terror, and to struggle for unqualified political
was detailed by several concrete cases. …
asylum for all those persecuted by imperialism and
The Next Steps in the Struggle
for all of the legitimate demands of the refugees.“
What should be done in the light of this situaThe 8 page leaflet also contained the following artion?
ticles:
We believe that the first step has to be a massive
strengthening of solidarity with all of the refugees
persecuted by imperialism and reaction against any
and all manifestations of German-European chauvinism and arrogance in our own ranks, in the ranks
of the anti-racist and anti-Nazi groups. This is a
precondition if we are able to gain the confidence
of - and to develop further cooperation with - all of
the struggling refugees.








In the longer term we need to discuss how we 
can build a united fighting front between the antiracist and anti-Nazi groups and the refugees, persecuted by imperialism and reaction in order to fight

Declaration of the hunger/striking refugees in
Munich
The deadly program of the German state against
the refugees persecuted by imperialism and reaction
Joint Demonstrations of Anti-Fascist and AntiRacist Groups and Refugees (August 2012 – May
2013)
The declaration of the protest movement of the
refugees in Germany from 13.10.2012
On the problems of the demand of „asylum for
all“ and on the reactionary pro-Nazi tradition of
the „right of asylum“ in the Federal Republic of
Germany


The subject of the leafletof October 2013 was:
Over 360 refugees die off Lampedusa; 200 refugees die in the Strait of
Sicily ...

German Imperialism and the Mass Murderers
from „Frontex“
On the morning of 3 October 2013 a boat carrying 545 refugees, mainly from Eritrea and Somalia,
caught fire and sank off the coast of the island of
Lampedusa in the Mediterranean. The Italian coastguard only showed up an hour later, even though it
has the ability to detect ships hundreds of kilometres away. Over 360 people died in the fire or
drowned, 26 are still missing. The refugees who survived were immediately the subject of proceedings
by the Italian authorities because of ‘illegal entry’.

ing to do with the policies of the German state or
with German imperialism. Hypocritical crocodile
tears were shed and the blame was laid at the feet of
the so-called ‘trafficking gangs’. But what is really
the role of the German state and German imperialism in the deadly terror against refugees on the external European borders, for example in the form of
the murderers from ‘Frontex’?“

In the section „‘Frontex’ is part of the deadly program of the German State against refugees“, the
On 11 October 2013 a boat with over 400 refu- structure and role of „Frontex“ was described. The
gees, primarily from Syria and the Palestinian Ter- subsection „The deadly practices of ‘Frontex’“ adritories capsized and sank in the Strait of Sicily. Sur- dressed the issue that „Frontex“ is directly and invivors reported that a patrol boat of the Libyan coast- directly responsible for the deaths of thousands of
guard had chased and fired at their boat for over six refugees in the Mediterranean and the Atlantic.
hours until it finally capsized. 200 refugees drowned
The section „The intensification of the deadly terin the Mediterranean.
ror against refugees under the leadership of the
The politicians in Berlin reacted as if the deaths ‘Frontex’ murderers since 2006" told of the previof over 560 refugees in the Mediterranean had noth- ous „successes“ of the „Frontex“ murderers and of

their future plans (e.g. the complete surveillance of
the Mediterranean).
The sealing of the sea- and land routes, the mass
deportations in aircraft and the coordinated hunting
down of refugees with non-EU countries has already
cost the lives of many refugees. The bourgeois newspaper „Frankfurter Rundschau“ was quoted as follows:

op a militant, united mass struggle of the anti-racist
and anti-fascist groups and the refugees, on the
streets, in schools and in the workplaces which transcends local and legal borders – against the state
police and deportation terror, against the murderers
of ‘Frontex’ and against the terror of the Nazis, for
the right of unconditional political asylum for all of
those persecuted by imperialism and for securing of
all of the justified demands of the refugees.

„In the last 25 years at least 19,000 refugees
met their deaths on the outer borders of Europe.
Most of them drowned in the Mediterranean. The
actual number is surely much higher. Since the
formation of ‘Frontex’ there has not been any
reduction in the number of deaths on Europe’s
external borders, in fact, quite the opposite. In
2011 alone, according to official sources, over
2,300 refugees were driven to their deaths.“

The question which flows from this is: How can
the causes of the misery of the refugees be eliminated once and for all? We need to discuss how we, in
this imperialist Germany, can make our contribution to the destruction of the system of world imperialism, a machinery which generates imperialist
wars, hunger, misery and exploitation, and which
forces the these „prisoners of want“ to leave their
home countries and to flee to the imperial metropoThe final section emphasised the need for a fight lises. For us, that means placing questions about the
against ‘Frontex’ and the whole system of imperial- goals and the road to revolution in imperialist Germany and the task of supporting genuinely revoluism:
tionary forces across the globe on the order of the
How to fight against „Frontex“ and the day.“

whole murderous program of German
imperialism against refugees

The 4 page leaflet also addressed the following
subjects:

The struggles in Hamburg for the right to remain  Solidarity with the struggles in Hamburg against
of the Lampedusa refugees, the struggles of antiracist police controls and for the right to remain
racist and anti-fascist groups together with the refuof the Lampedusa refugees!
gees in Würzburg, Munich and Berlin in recent
weeks and months, as well as (for example) the  A difference between France and Germany:
School students across France campaign against
struggles in France against the deportation of a Roma
the deportation of a Roma family
family are the right answer to the murderous terror
of the police and the deportations. For only the most
radical fight can produce the necessary pressure in
order to win concessions from the imperialist states.



There can be no question of appealing to the alleged ‘humanitof the State in the way that for example the grou Pro Asyl (and the refugee councils that
it organises) very often does in a particularly nauseating way. That is worse than useless, as it encourages illusions in the state.
Instead of appealing to a non-existent morality of
the German State, in the next step we need to develContact thru:
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The subject of the leaflet from September 2013 was:
The German Secret Services, the nazi murder network NSU and el servicio
secreto NSA:

“HQs of German secret services stormed!
All data has been secured!”
“These should have been the headlines after tens
of thousands of members of the IG Metall and other
unions under the umbrella of DGB trade union confederation together with activists of the young antifascists and ‘Pirates’ of all shades had had enough.
Instead of the cover-ups and the appeasement of the
bosses of the DGB and IG Metall and the leadership of the so-called ‘Die Linke’, they could have
taken the answering of some central questions into
their own hands.
‘Could have’ - because it’s still a dream that needs
to become reality. … But even before the wishedfor storming of the headquarters of the intelligence
services, we can give some pretty clear answers to
the main questions based on experience and plausible reflection:
1. There are dozens, even hundreds of Nazis operating as so-called „contact people“ or informers in
the service of the German authorities.
2. The Nazi movement in Germany today has its
people sitting in the executive, in the army, in elite
units, in the police and in the secret services. They’ve
placed their people there systematically. That they
could do this is largely due to the construction of
the entire German state apparatus under the leading
participation of former Nazis after 1945. The Nazis
then also managed to organise and carry through the
handover to a new generation in the core areas of
the state apparatus. An important basis for this was
the ideological conformity in central questions and
solutions of the Nazis and the propaganda of the
‘official’ parties of German imperialism, such as

German chauvinism in theory and practice, big power politics and wars abroad, deportations and terror
of deterrence at home.
3. There’s no question that the German secret services are using all the technical possibilities – irrespective of their legality – to comprehensively monitor telephone and internet and to gather and store
data. They’re doing this together with the U.S. and
with the help of their spy technologies, but also without and against the U.S. That’s because intelligence
services such as MAD , BND and Verfassungsschutz
are highly specialised and well-equipped secret services of German imperialism. They possess their
own independent surveillance systems which they
employ not just internally against all democratic and
revolutionary groups, but also as a weapon against
their imperialist rivals in the worldwide competition over spheres of influence.
4. Informants in our own ranks? This is where the
biggest surprises will be found after the wished-for
storming of the headquarters of the intelligence services. Everything that we know about such activities which are allegedly directed against the Nazi
movement (the Nazis are no enemies of the state,
but controllable supporters of the state, sometimes
being held back or sometimes activated) is nothing
in comparison to the actual current programs and
operations of the state against all left-wing movements and organisations. These programs and operations are part of a long tradition stretching from
the German Empire of the Kaisers, the Weimar Republic, and Nazi-Fascism through to the German
Federal Republic.

Is this all nonsense, ‘unproven allegations’?

The so-called„Left Party“ (“Die Linke”) covers up the role of the German state in the setThat’s something that we will only know for sure
ting-up of the NSU nazimurder gang.
after the seizure and inspection of the secret files
 Nazis? Police? Or both? attack an occupied
and electronic data of the German police and secret
house in Frankfurt am Main together with SEK
services!“
(Special Operation) units on 6.9.2013!

The construction of the West German state apThe two-page leaflet contained the following adparatus after 1945 took place under the leading
ditional contributions:
participation of former Nazis.



The subject of the leaflet from November-December 2013 was:

German Imperialism and the Mobile Phone
of German Chancellor Angela Merkel
In the intensifying struggle between German and
US imperialism there’s a new form of the burgeoning German nationalism. … The media are ‘deeply
dismayed’ that ‘our Chancellor’ was really spied
upon and bugged by the imperialist US secret service. But at the same time that the campaign against
the police-state methods of the U.S. is finding a huge
echo, the whole program of the security services in
Germany, from comprehensive data retention to targeted eavesdropping operations and their so-called
Trojan viruses is still being legally rubber-stamped
– to say nothing of what they’re actually doing in
practice. For democratic and revolutionary groups
in Germany it becomes important to take a clear and
decisive stance on the issue, without giving an inch
to German nationalism.

Solidarity with Those Forces Who
Really Lay Bare Imperialist Secret
Service Machinations

ties, specifically the operations against ‘friendly
governments’. People like him face lifelong prison
sentences – and that’s not an empty threat. The socalled ‘traitor’ Pollard, who worked for the US secret services but passed information to the officially ‘friendly’ Israeli government, has been in jail for
28 years so far. He was sentenced to ‘life’ in the
U.S..
The anti-democratic, worldwide imperialistic activities of the US secret services, with their external
prisons for torture, with official orders for deathsquads, include a technically highly-developed spy
program to listen in and read along, both in a general and in a targeted fashion. That’s why it is understandable that all democratic and revolutionary
groups in the U.S. welcome the actions of Edward
Snowden and are on his side, and are doing all they
can to defend him. That’s true worldwide for all
genuinely democratic and revolutionary groups.

It was and is surely not insignificant for the secret Hypocrisy and Contradictions between
services of the U.S. that ‘one of their own’, specifi- the Imperialis Big Powers
cally Edward Snowden, has published undeniable
At the same time the whole issue is also objecevidence and documents about their secret activitively part of the inter-imperialist contradictions
between the largest countries of the world, between
Advertisement:
the U.S. on one side and China, Russia and above
all Germany on the other.
Literaturvertrieb Dimitroff
c/o Cafe ExZess, Leipziger Straße 91, 60487 Frankfurt
The surveillance and secret service activities are
E-mail: info@litvertriebdimitroff.de
not just directed against revolutionary and demo-

cratic forces across the globe: they are also directed – sometimes very fiercely - against their imperialist rivals. That means that the secret services of
German imperialism are trying to increase the effectiveness of their activities in the U.S., in Great
Britain, France and other countries. At the same
time they are extremely annoyed when it becomes
clear that the secret services of the other big powers are clearly more advanced in this or that area.
The symbol of this superiority was exactly that infamous mobile phone of Mrs Merkel. The moral
indignation in the media with great lofty phrases is
nothing but shabby hypocrisy from the forces of
German imperialism, which in this instance were
clearly not so well equipped.

The Secret Services in Germany and
the Absence of a ‘German Edward
Snowden’
We could get a realistic picture of the aggressive
force and the police-state reality inside Germany if
an organisation such as the Chaos Computer Club
in its early stages, or technically competent groups
inside or outside the Pirate Party could succeed in
documenting and providing evidence of the wideranging bugging activities of the German secret
services: in politics, in economic questions, in the
surveillance of their own military, in the offices of
the trade union bosses, and above all against all of
those groups who are struggling against the State
apparatus of German imperialism on democratic,
revolutionary or communist grounds. It is only by
accident or through isolated incidents that we get
to see the tip of the iceberg of the real situation.
For example, we learnt through the anti-Nazi protests in February 2011 in Dresden that the police
had gathered details of over a million mobile phone
calls which they stored and analysed, and that they
used a so-called IMSI catcher, which is capable not
just of locating mobile phones but can also eavesdrop in real-time.
But it’s part of the reality in this country - until
now at least - that there’s no ‘German Edward
Snowden’

Nationalistic Agitation and real Intervwining of the German and U.S. Secret
Services
Despite the outraged nationalistic outpourings
against the U.S. and their secret services, the question remains as to why, in terms of high politics

and official diplomacy, there has been effectively no
reaction whatsoever. Apparently it’s more important
at the moment – due to internal imperialist reasons to mobilise the masses against the U.S. in a nationalistic way, than to take any significant action against
the US secret services. Why is this?
In the German imperialist media and its different
sections, the one who wins the most applause at the
moment is the one who complains hardest, fiercest
and loudest against the U.S. secret services. But German imperialism apparently has the problem that,
having created a nationalistic atmosphere against the
U.S., it knows that the U.S. secret services have
learned a few things from their comprehensive information gathering which they could make public
and thus expose the hypocrisy of the German imperialists and their press organs:


The U.S. secret services surely know more about
the involvement of the German secret services
in the Nazi movement and the activities of the
NSU gang than German imperialism would like.



And the U.S. secret services with their different
departments have surely been involved in criminal activities consciously working together with
the German secret services, activities which
would even be illegal under existing German
laws. Such cases are at least in outline already
known about, for example when German citizens
have been taken to some of the illegal prisons of
the secret services of the U.S. and tortured with
the knowledge of the German secret services.



German politicians must also assume that the
U.S. secret services could release information
about the economic and political machinations
of German imperialism, whether it be about materials for chemical weapons in Syria, or about
the nuclear program of Iran or similar activities.

Tasks and Problems in the Struggle
against the Machinations of the Secret
Services and German-nationalist Agitation
The whole episode touches on questions of revolutionary, communist activity in several ways:


The enormous technical changes in eavesdropping on people, in gathering data, the various
possibilities for surveillance, right up to the many
possibilities to discreetly kill, to murder people,
clearly affects every organisation which has de-

cided not to cooperate with this State or even to
deliver it with information about its own organisational structure. Here there are a wide range
of large technical problems which go far beyond
naïve conceptions such as ‘Don’t worry, we only
send encryped e-mails’.

The leaflet consisted of four sides of A4 and also
had articles on „Ukraine and German Imperialism“ and „The Party ‘Die Linke’ (The ‘Left Party’) – nationalist trailblazer for the ‘sovereignty’
of German Imperialism“. In this article it stated:

As soon as the bugging operation against Merkel
became known, the representatives of the socalled‘Left Party’, from Gysi to Wagenknecht, hurried to present themselves as the main defenders of
German sovereignty. As long as Germany and its
government tolerated such things then it is not a
sovereign country, said Gysi. Wagenknecht demanded ‘Sovereignty not Big Brother’. For them it’s not
a question of shedding light on the role of the secret
services of all imperialist states, above all the big
powers U.S., Russia, Great Britain, France, Japan
and here especially Germany, but instead a nationalistic mobilisation for German ‘sovereignty’ against
‘Big Brother’ USA. Once again we see that it’s a
fixed part of the party’s arsenal to play the populist
It has a quite specific reason. In the arsenal of Ger- card of German nationalism. The deceitful ‘Left
man nationalism there is not just the adulation of an Party’ propaganda, which portrays the increasing
allegedly unified ‘German People’ but there are also rivalry between German imperialism and US impea range of specific lies, half-truths and accU.S.tions rialism as a justified struggle for German national
against other countries. Thus the agitation and sovereignty contributes directly to the nationalistic
spreading of over-simplified and contemptuous prej- incitement of the German population.
udice against people from Turkey has different feaThe leaflet ended with the slogan:
tures to that directed against people from Poland.
The main enemy is in the own country!
The German arrogance which is connected with this
is expressed differently against ‘the Austrians’ as
compared to that against ‘the Dutch’. And against
‘the Russians’ it is different to that against ‘the Americans’ or ‘the English’. In the fight against German
nationalism we need to be combat the full range of
obnoxious agitation as well as the targeted use of
prejudice, in order to fight against nationalism not
just generally but as concretely as possible.


But primarily there’s a much bigger political and
ideological problem at the moment. When we
speak of a revival, even an explosion of German
nationalism in connection with the NSA wiretapping affair then it’s not just about the invocation of a cross-class solidarity with the caste of
politicians and chancellor Merkel or about the
invocation of a so-called ‘national community’
under the slogan ‘we Germans against the U.S.’.
More, it’s a question of discussing and understanding the specific nature of this nationalism
against the U.S. (often described as ‘Anti-Americanism’) in order to combat this particular form
of German nationalism.



In two further sections the following subjects were
dealt with:


Peculiarities of German Nationalism Directed
Against the U.S.



Don’t Underestimate the Demagogic Potential
of German Imperialism
Contact thru:

*e-mail: info@gegendiestroemung.org
*http://www.gegendiestroemung.org
(*... but don’t underestimate the secret services anywhere in the world)
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